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My invention: relates to cathode ray tubes of 
the television transmitting and image types and 
more particularly to improved types of cathode 
ray tubes wherein an electron image is focused 
on an electron receiving target. 
A certain type of distortion known as “Shear 

distortion” results in many cathode ray televi 
sion tubes, both of the transmitting and image 
recreating types when the electrons are directed 
from their origin such as a photocathode emit 
ter upon a receiving Surface disposed at an 
angle with respect to the electron Origin. Thus, 
it appears that when the electron paths 8re 
made to curve from the emitter to the electron 
receiving Surface or target by the use of a cy 
Ilindrical magnetic field a shear distortylon re 
sults. In my copending application, Serial No. 
210,952, filed May 31, 1938, now United States 
Patent 2,213,548, I have disclosed a television 

:: transmitting tube wherein the electrons are 
caused to follow semi-circular or arced paths. 
"The principal advantage of such a, tube resides 
in the fact that the light incident upon the pho 
tocathode is prevented - from falling upon the 
target which may likewise be photoSensitive, but 
I have found that the shear distortiont present in 
such devices produces a final electron image 
which is somewhat distorted so that the^ elec 
tron image of a rectangular optical image has a 
|rhomboidal croSS-Section. 

It is an object of my invention to provide a 
cathode ray tube of the type described wherein 
shear distortion is eliminated. It is a further 
object to provide a television transmitting tube 
capable of generating signals having loW Signal 
components due to extraneous light, and Where 
in the signals representative of the incident op 
tical image are generated without the introduc 
tion of distortion effects while at the Same time 
retaining the advantageous use of cylindrica1 
magnetic focussing fields. It is a Still further 
object of my invention to provide a tube of the 
image recreation type wherein the advantages 
of the use of a cylindrical magnetic field may be 
obtained and an optica1 image may be recreated 
as an intensified replica, without the introduc 
tion of Shear distOrtion. 
In accordance with my invention, electrons 

forming an electron image are directed from 
one electrode to another positioned at Opposite 
ends of an S-Shaped path and focused OVer the 
length of the path by cylindrical magnetic fields 
to eliminate shear distortion. More particular 
ly, the S-shaped path comprises two contiguous 
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curvature, the centers of curvature being in the 
S8me plane as the curved paths and on oppo 
Site Sides of the combined paths, Further in ac 
cordance With my invention, Il provide a cylin 
drical magnetic field .. over the length of each 
curved path, each hawing a field strength pro 
|portional to the radius of the ad?acent curved 
|path 8nd proportional to the angle included be 
tWeen a, radius at each end of the respective 
curved paths to the respective centers of curva - . 
ture So that Shear distortion occuring over one 
|path is neutralized by the shear distortion oc 
curing over the other path. ` 
These and other objects, features, and ad 

Vant88es of my invention will appear and a, bet 
`ter understanding of my invention will be ob 
?8ined from the following description taken in ” 
connection With the accompanying drawings in 
which; 

Figure 1 is a cross-sectional longitudinal view 
of a television transmitting tube made in ac 
cordance with my invention; 

IE?igure 2 is- a, Similar view of an image type 
Cathode ray, tube incorporating the teachings 
of my invention and; 

Figures 3 and 4 are diagrams showing the po- · 
Sitioning of certain of the electrodes such as 
Imay be used in the tubes made in accordance 
With my invention. 

Referring to the drawings and particularly to 
Figure 1 which shows the application of my in 
Vention to a television transmitting tube, the 
tube comprises a highly evacuated S-shaped en 
Velope I consisting of two albutting toric seg 
ImentS 2 and 3 closed at their una,butting ends 
by Optical transparent Windows 4 and 5. With 
in the envelope and opposite the window 4 is po 
sitioned a flat photocathode 6 of the semi-trans 
Iparent type so that it may be scanned by a, beam 
of light Such as may be generated by the con 
Ventional cathode ray tube 1 and focused there 
on by the conventional lens System shown. At 
the ' opposite end of the envelope I and adja 
cent the Window 5 I provide a, mosaic electrode 
8 of the semi-transparent type with the photo 
Sensitive particles 9 facing away from the win 
doW 5 and toward the interior of the envelope II. 
On the Wall of the envelope between the photo 
cathode 6 and mosaic electrode 8 I provide a, 
conductive Wall coating 10 to accelerate elec 
trons from the photocathode ? and direct them, 
upon the mosaic electrode. While the conduc 
tive coating I0 may be continuous and extended 
beyond the photocathode and mosaic electrode, 

successive curved paths hawing finite radii Of 5? I have found that it may be desirable to provide 



?eparate sections of the conductive coating over 
· the length of the tube to ald in focusing the elec 
trons on the mo?gadc electrode. * "The coatlung, 10 
may be mainteined ?t è high: 1poçitive Ipotential 
such as 300 to 400 Volts with respect-to the pho 
tocathode and mosaic electrode. ` ! 
8urrounding the enWelope. I, closely ad?acent 

and coaxial with the toric segments 2 &nd 3, 
and also preferably extending alightly beyond the 
photocathode 03 and-rnoçalc electrode {}, I Prowlde 
a magnetic focusing co?1 1 1 to generate a mag 10 
netic field concentric With the toric &egments T` 
of the envelope and intercepting the photo 
cathode and monosaic electrode normal to their sur 
face?, to cause the electrons to follow the curved 
path? defined by the toric segments. The coll 
[] [ 1& preferably constructed in two sections so 
that it may be &lipped over the torlc &egnnents 
of the envelope from opposite ends. "The Wind 
ings of the col1 1 1 or the windings of &ectylon8 
of the coll preferably lile on toric &urfaces whose 
centers of curvature 8ure coincident with tho8e 
of the toric &egments of the envelope. Further 
more, the coil portions enclosing the toric &eg 
Innents of the envelope may be constructed to pro 
duce different magnetic fleld strength8 as appear8 
in connection with the specific Operating: 1p?ram 
eters which I describe later. Since the in 
terior of the tube ad?acent the photocathode 6 
is subjected to light because of the semi-trans 
?8wrency of the photocat?hode 03, the conductive 
XWall coating I0 may be of light absorbing ma 
terdal such as a graphite or “Aquadag” coating 
to further reduce the light which may be re 
filected around the toric segments. NotWith 
standing the black conductive coating, I Iprefer 
to provide a, plurality of a pertured baffles !2 
which are affixed to the interior of the tube and 
extend radially of the toric &egünents. In addi 
tion the length and curvature of the envelope 
*[] is such that portions of the envelope intercept 
a direct optical path between the photocathode 
6 and mosaic electrode 3. 

It is desirable to make the fluorescent screen 
of the cathode ray tube l of materdal such as 
calcium tungstate or other. materdal which has 
little phosphorescent afterglow upon being 
Scanned by the cathode ray beam developed in 
the tube 1. "This tube is conventiona1 in every 
respect, hawing the usua1 cathode and electron 
lbeam focusing anodes by the cooperative 8.ction 
of which an electron beam is directed to the 
fiuorescent screen in the usual manner, the re 
sulting light being focused on the photocathode 
by the lens system between the cathode ray tube 
1 and the photocathode (3. 
. "The mosaic electrode 3 is likewise of the con 
Ventional Single Sided type and comprises 8, mul 
tiplicity of mutually separated and mutually in 
Sulated photOSensitive particles 9 deposited on 
an insulating foundation such as a sheet of mica, 
13 provided with 8. Senni-transparent conductive 
coating or signal plate |!|4 on the side of the in 
Sulating foundation facing the window J. Such 
mosaic, electrodes together with their method of 
Imanufacture are Well known in the 8urt. 
As shown by the drawing, the signal plate 14 

is connected to ground through the usual load 
impedance 15 and to the input circuit of 8 trans 
lating device I6 so that its 8lverage potential is 
maintained equal to that of the photocathode ?. 
In operation an optical image of an object such 
as represented by the arrow I'll is projected and 
focused upon the mosaic electrode 3 by the lens 
system [8, electrons liberated from the I]]um? 
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inated surface of the_mosaic electrode belung ac celerated by the coraductive-coating IC} and pa?? 
ing through the toric ?equnegate 2 and1 { agad1 col 
lected by the photocatihode G. IBecause the 
Photo?enQitive particles [0 of the mo?elc electrode 
9 are mutually &eparated and insulated one from 
8nother, a positive electro?tatlc.image is formed 
On the mo?eic electrode by the loss of photo elec 
?rons liberated under the influence of the optical 
Image represented by the arrow - 11. "The fluo 
re8cent &creen of the cathode ray tube II 1g &canned 
by an electron beam which is deflected to form . 
8. Páttern preferably consisting of horizonta11ine?, 
each displaced from the preceding line in a di 
Irection normal to the lines. An optical image 
Of the Pattern is projected upon the photocathode 
C 8Ind forms in effect a scanning 1ight spot on the 
Iphotocathode (3. "The word “pattern?* 18 1phere 
used because the trace of the cathode ray beam 
In the tube1 retraces its path many times per sec 
Ond, or 8t a. frequency &ufficient for normal per 
&lstence of Vision and to meet other operating 

, Irequirement:8 8nd merely appears as a pattern 
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because of the persistence of wision. "The elec 
tron& 1iberated from the photocathode G by the 
8Canning light: 8pot are focused by cylindrica1 
Imagnetic fields generated by the coil It. A cy 
lindrical magnetic field may be defined as a field 
in Which the lines of flux are arcs of circles haw 
in& their centers of curvature on a common axis; 
8nd in Planes, Inormal to that axis, "The specific 
design of the coil II in relation to the tube and 
the method of energizing the coil is described 
following the description of the tube shown ?ra 
IFigure 2. The electrons liberated from the 
Photocatihode are also accelerated by the con 
ductive co8eting 10 and directed along arced paths 
concentric With the axis of the toric segment, 2, 
8Ind continue along further arced paths cora 
centric With the axis of the toric segment 3 under 
the influence of the magnetic field generated by 
the coll II. "These electrons impinge with low 
Velocity On those alreas of the mosaic electrode 
Which have received a positive electrostatic 
Cha:Ige due to the loss of photo electrons under 
the influence of the optical image. Those elec 
?rons Which are liberated from the surface of the ̀ | photocathode at the points where the magnetic 
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1ines of force intercept the photosensitive par 
ticle8 ? Which have zero or negative potentials 
8Te decelerated, and accelerated in the opposite 
direction by the conductive coating 10 8nd re 
turned to the photocatihode 6. Those photo 
Sensitive particles having positive charges by 
TeaSOn of light from the optical image incident 
thereOn collect the electrons from the correspond 
in& 8reas of the photocathode and in this man 
Iner the elemental areas of the electrostatic image 
Irepresentative of light and shade areas of the 
Optic81 image projected on the mosaic, electrode 
81re neutralized by the electrons liberated from 
the photocatihode when scanned by the moving 
Spot of light. Since the photosensitive particles 
9 8re in capacitive relationship with the signal 
Iplate 14 8nd retain an electrostatic charge pro 
|portional to the light intensity incident thereon, 
each time the electrostatic charge is neutralized 
by the moving light Spot generated electrons, a, 
Signal Will be generated in the impedance [[5 
Which is applied to the translating device [6, 
Whereupon the signal is further amplified and 
tr8:InSmitted in the usual manner. 

IFigure 2 shows a tube Somewhat similar to that 
ShOWIn in Figure 1 but designed for purposes of 
1m8&e IeCreation. The envelope ! comprises the 
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two toric segments 2 and 3 enclosing the photo 
cathode 6 adjacent the end having the Window 4. 
In place of the mosaic electrode at the end of the 

· tube adjacent the Window ?, I’ provide a fluores 
cent screen I? Which may be of the convention81 
type supported on a semi-transparent conductive 
foundation 20. In the modification of my inven 
tion as shown in Figure 2 the conductive coating 
|10 may be used as shown in Figure 1 but I prefer 
to replace the conductive coating by mutually in 
stulated sections 2f and 22 of electrically conduc 
tive material to provide more uniform accelera 
tion fields for accelerating the electrons from the 
photo-cathode ?. It is apparent that the baffles 
!2 shown in connection With Figure 1. Imay like 
wise be used in the image tube of Figure 2 to re 
duce light incident upon the fiuorescent Screen 
!9 which would otherwise decrease the contrast 
of the fluorescent image. Surrounding the en 
velope I comprising the two toric Segments 2 and 
3. I provide a focusing coll as shown in Figure 1 
but I have shown this coil as comprising tWo por 
tions 23 8nd 24. In the following description and 
in a number of the claims I Will refer to a focusing 
coi1 8ssociated with the envelope but it Will be 
understood that this terminology is generic to a 
coill having a plurality of individual portions 
whose center lines 81re contiguous SucceSSiVe re 
versed curved paths. 
In operation the electrons liberated from the 

photo-cathode ? in response to the light Such as 
represented by the arrow 25 focused thereon by 
the lens system 26 are accelerated along arced 
paths concentric with the toric segment 2 and 
along continuing Brced paths concentric With the 
toric segment 3 and impinge at high Velocity upon 
the fluorescent Screen |!9 since the conductive 
coatings 2 I and 22 and the foundation 20 are 
maintained at progressively increasing positive 
potentials with respect to the photo-cathode 6. 
It will be obvious in the modifications of my in 
vention shown both in Figures 1 and 2 that light 
incident upon the photo-cathode 6 is absorbed 
by the conductive coating or coatings on the 
inner wall of the envelope, and Shielded from the 
mosaic, electrode or fluorescent Screen by the 
baffles I2. • 

.. While I have generally described the sections of 
the envelope I as comprising toric segments in 
connection with the description of Figures 1 and 
2, and have generally described the types of 
focusing coils which may be used in practicing 
my invention, it is to be understood that the for 
Innation of the tOric segments and the prOVision Of 
Suitable focusing coils are directly co-related. 
?I have found that if an electron receiving target 
is placed at the junction of the tWo toric Segments, 
that is, in the plane in Which the tWo toric Seg 
ments 2 and 3 are joined, considerable Shear dis 
-tortion results. This shear distortion is eVidenced 
by a change in Shape of the electron image So 
that if the original optical image on the photo 
cathode ?. is rectangular, the resulting electron 
image incident upon a target positioned inter 
mediate the two toric Segments is actually rhom 
boidal. I have likeWise found that an electron 
image is similarly sheared While passing from the 
Section intermediate the two toric segments to 
ward a, target electrode adjacent the Window 5, 
but that this shear distortion is in an opposite 
direction from that produced upon the electron 
image in the first toric Segment. Thus, the 
Irhomboidal electron innage is further distorted 
While passing through the Second toric Segment, 
but in an opposite direction, so that the resulting 
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electron image returns to a true - rectangular 
shape. I have found this effect to be true only if 
the toric segments are constructed in such a, 
Imanner that their radit of curvature bear a defi 
Imite Irelationship ?ith the strength of the mag 
netic field and the length of the electron paths in 
the toric segments. 
Referring to Figure 3, the photocathode 0 and 

target. 2:1, which latter electrode corresponds to 
elther the mosaic electrode 0 or fluorescent Screen 
!9, 8re shown in their corresponding-positions as 
utilized in the tubes of Figures 1 and 2. It will 
be noted that the center O of the diagram of 
Flgure 3 is the center of curvature of the toric 
Segunnent, 2 and that the center O” is the center of 
QurVature of the toric segment 3 and that these 
Centers of curvature lie in the satme plane as the 
center lines 283—28?. "The radia.1 distances from 
O 8nd O’ to the center idune 20-28? of the two 
toric Segments are finite distances and repre 
Sented by r and r”, respectively. *The angles q) 
and q?’ represent the angle of the two toric seg 
Iments and Will be referred to as the angles of 
curvature of the two toric segments. It is there 
fore obVious that the length of the center line of 
each toric segment between the photocathode ? 
and target 21. is a, function of qbr and qb”r“, respec 
tively. I have found that the shear distortion 
produced in one toric segment is exactly neutral 
ized by the shear distortion in the second toric 
segment, When the ratio of the magnetic field 
strengths . OVer the two toric i segments is made 
equal to the ratio of qbr“ to q?”r. Expressed 
Imathematically, Where His equal to the magnetic 
field Strength in gausses along the axis of the 
first toric segment such as the segment. 2, and H’ 
is the field Strength 8long the axis of the second 
toric Segment such as the segment 3; 

Thus the strength of the magnetic fiekd over the 
toric Segment 2 is made proportional to the angle 
included betWeen the radii drawn from the center 
of curvature of each end of the toric segment 2 
Which I term the angle of curvature of the toric 
segment 2, and also proportional to the radius of 
the toric segment 3. Similarly, the strength of 
the magnetic field over the toric segment - 3 is 
Imade proportional to the radius of the toric Seg 
ment 2 and to the corresponding angle of curva 
ture of the toric segment 3. 
In the operation of the tube shown in Figure 2 

the potential applied to the conductive coating 2! 
may be from Zero to 500 Volts with respect to that 
of the photocathode ?, the Wall coating 22 pref 
erably being maintained at approximately 500 
VoltS, While the potential applied to the fluores 
cent Screen foundation 20 may be 5000 Volts or 
more, each of these latter potentials being With 
respect to that of the photocathode. If qbr’ zégb”r 
the current in the coils 23 and 24 of Figure 2 is 
made unequa1 by adjusting the resistors 29 and 
30. IEHowever, With the tubes shown in R'igures 1 
and 2 and With qb=qb” and r=T”, the Strength of 
the magnetic field over the two toric segments 
may be equal and may be approximately 50 
gausses, and with such a field Strength, the elec 
tron image from the photocathode may be fo 
cused Satisfactorily upon the mosaic electrode or 
fiuorescent screen without the introduction of 
Shear distortion. • 

A tube of practical dimensions for use with 
reaSonable field Strengths may be made of glass 
tubing of 4 inches inside diameter the angles and 



4 
radii of curvature being equal and equal to 110* 
and 6 inches respectively. With these , dirnera 
sions light. from the optical innage is preverated 
from falling on the target and a field &?rength 
along the tube axis of 50 ?ausses is sufficient to 
provide good electron image focus with a poten- ’ 
tial of 500 volts on the conductive Wall coating. 
While I Inave described my invention with ref 

erence to tubes having’ an envelope including t?WO 
toric segments joined end to end So that the 
centers of curvature of the segments lle on op 
posite sides of the center line of the envelope, I do 
not, wish to limit myself to this particular con 
struction. With reference to Figure 4 which is a, 
diagram similar to that of fl'igure 3, I have Shown 
the center line of an envelope comprising three 
toric segments arranged end to end So tha? ?he 
centers of curvature of ad?acent toric segments 
lie in the same plane as, and on opposite Sides of, 
the center line of the envelope. Thus the center 
line from $3l to 32, from $2 to. 33 and 33 to 34 
defines the three toric segments. It will be ob 
served that the centers, O, O” and O’’ of these 
toric segments lie on opposite sides of the center 
1ine for each of the adjacent segments. With the 
arrangement of the envelope as shown in Rigure 
4 the Summ8tion Of 

— 45 - 
• Hºr 

should equal zero where $ represents the angle 
for the respective segments at the center of cur 
vature between radti drawn to the ends of each 
toric segment, that is, the respective angles of 
curvature of each toric segment, H, and r repre 
senting the respective field Strengths and radii Of 
the toric Segments. It is obwious that for this 
summation to be equal to zero the angles of adja 
cent segments are of Opposite - signs. Thus the 
angle q? 8nd q?”” may be considered as positive and 
that of q?” 8S Inegative. It is obWious from the 
above consideration that for equal magnetic field 
intensities and equal raditi, the numeral Walue of 
(?” must equall the numerical Surn of q? 8nd q?’’ in 
order to obtain complete absence of shear distor 
tion. The arrangennent shown in Figure 4 is of 
particular advantage where it is desired to con 
struct a tube in which the optical axes at each 
end of the tube are colncident. "The number of 
toric segments may be Still further increased be 
yond the three shown in Figure 4, provided the 
relationship between the field. Strength, 8ungles 
and raditi given above is considered in the design 
and operation of the tube. 
While I do not wish to be limited to any par 

ticular theory underlying the improved operation 
of my television transmitting or image tubes, I 
believe that an electron, when liberated from the 
photocathode in a magnetic field of Sufficient 
strength, tends to follow a line of magnetic fiux. 
If the fiux lines are bent, the electron is contin 
ually accelerated toward the center of curvature 
of the line. "The force providing this 800elera 
tion connes from the motion of the electron in a, 
direction perpendicular to the plane containing 
the curved fiux lines. "The distance moved per 
|pendicular to this plane is proportional to the an 
gle through which the electron follows the bent 
fiux line, and inversely proportional to the ra 
dius of curvature and the strength of the field. 
By providing sections of fiux having opposite cur 
vature, the final position of an electron can be 
brought to the plane containing the flux line in 
which the electron Started. When this occurs 
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for all of the electrons in the electron image, 
shear distortolonius ellinoinated. 
In the appended claims I will use the term 

“8-Rheped” envelope or coil to define an envelope 
?r coll comprising two or more toric segments 
?oined end to end so that the centers of curvature 
of adjacent toric aegments 1ie on opposite side? 
Of the center line of the envelope or coll. 
Whlle I have indicated the preferred embodi 

ments of my invention of which I am now aware 
8nd have also indicated only two specific appli 
98tlong for Which may invention may be employed, 
it Will be 8pparent that my invention is by no 
Imé?h?S limited to the exact forms illustrated or 
?he use indicated, but that many variations may 
be Imade in the particular structure used and the 
P?urp0Se for Which it is employed without depart 
ing from the Scope of my invention as set forth in 
the appended claims. • 

Ic?alma: 
1. An electron discharge tube comprising an 

enVelope including Wall portions which are toric 
Se?ments Jolned at their albutting ends and form 
ing 8n 8-Sh8ped enclosure, a photocathode ad 
?8Cent One end of Said envelope to generate a flow 
Of electrO?s, 8 target electrode adjacent the op 
RbOsite end Of Said envelope to receive electrons 
frOm Sèld photoc8thode, and a magnetic coll sur 
Igunding 'the length of and conforming to the 
Shape Of S8ld envelope. to focus the flow of elec-’ 
?rons from Sald photocathode on said target 
electrode, 

2. An electron discharge device comprising an 
enVelope including a plurality of abutting toric 
SeEments, the center lines of which are contigu 
OUIS S?l006SSiWe Curved paths, the centers of curva 
??r? Of 8?jacent curved paths lying in the plane 
of Said center lines and on opposite sides of the 
Said 8d?8Cent curved paths, an electrode adja 
Cent; each of the Pon-abutting ends of said torto 
Se&ments - 8nd a magnetic coll enveloping and 
COnforming to the shape of said envelope over 
the length of said toric segments. 

3. A television transmitting tube comprising an 
elongated universaly curved envelope, an electron 
emitting Cathode a? one end of said envelope, an 
eleotrOn receiving target adjacent; the opposite 
end Of 88ld envelope optically shielded from said 
CathOde, a, Imagnetic coll extending over the space 
Sep8?r8ting S8id cathode from said target, said · 
coll comprising at least two portions in the forman 
Of tOric Segments to generate cylindrical mag 
Inetic fields having contiguous successive inverse 
1y curved paths extending from said cathode to 
S8id target. • 

4. A television transmitting tube as claimed in 
claim 3 Wherein &aid target comprises a mosaic 
of Imutually insulated particles facing said cath 
Ode. • 

~ 5. A tube as claimed in claim 3 wherein said 
t8Iget comprises a screen adapted to become 
1unninescent When bombarded by electrons from 
sadd cathode. 

6. A television device comprising an envelope 
having aga 8-shaped portion, an electron ennis 
sive electrode and a target electrode adjacent op 
Iposite ends Of the 8-shaped portion of said en 
Velope IpOrtlon, a magnetic coll surrounding the 

· 8-shaped portion of said envelope, said coil com 
Iprising two toric Segment portions of finite raditi 
of curvature with their centers of curvature ly 
ing On Opposite Sides of an 8-shaped path be 
tween Said electrodes to generate magnetic fields 
OVer Said coll portions having a, ratio represented 
by the ratio of gör’ to %”r where gy and ?’ are the 
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angles formed at the respective centers of c*urwa 
ture of Said }portions by radii drawn to the ends 
of the respective lyortions, and r and r” are the 
raditil of the respoctive toric segment portions of 
Said coil. Y 

"?. An electron image tube comprising an en 
· Velope haWing t;Wo portions, each portion haV 
ing a curved center line, the said portions being 
?oined and forming an elongated enclosure With 
the center lines forming contiguous successive 
oppositely curved paths lying in a single plane, a, 
photocathode adjacent one end of said envelope 
adapted to liberate streams of electrons in re 
Sponse to an Optical image focused thereon, a, 
target electrode adjacent the opposite end of Said 
envelope to receive the electrons from Said pho 
tocatihode, and magnetic means to generate a, 
Imagnetic field having lines of force following said 
contiguous successive `curved paths from Said 

· photocathode to Said target electrode to focus 
Said^streams of electrons as an electron image of 
Said optical image on Said target eelctrode. 

8. An image tube for generating a light and 
shade replica, of an Optical image comprising a 
photocatihode, a fiuOrescent Screen Separated 
from Said photocathode and adapted to receive 
electrons from Sadd photocathhode, ap envelope 
enclosing Said photocathode and Said fiuorescent 
Screen With portions Of Said envelope intercept 

10 

5 
ing a direct optical path between said photo 
cathode and Said fluorescent Screen, Said en 
velope defining an inversely curved enclosure, a, 
Imagnetic coll concentric With the inversely 
curWed enclosure of Said enWelope to generate a, 
magnetic field intercepting said photocathode 
and Said fiuorescent screen in directions sub 
Stantially normal to the surfaces of Said photo 
cathode and Said fluorescent Screen. 

9. An electron image tube comprising an en 
Velope having Bun inside diameter of approximate- . 
ly four inches the Said envelope including two 
toric Segments With equal radii and angles of 

· curvature the centers of curvature being on op 
15 

20) 

|posite Sides Of the center line of Said two toric 
segments each center being approximately Six 
inches from the Said center line the angles of 
curvature being approximately 110 degrees, a, 

- photocathode adjacent one end of Said envelope 
and a fiuorescent Screen adjacent; the opposite 
end of Said envelope to receive electrons from 
S8id photocathode, and means to generate a mag 
netic field having a field strength of approxi 
Imately 50 gausses along the center line of said 
enVelOpe Said means surrOunding Said envelope 
over the length of the center line path between 

| Said photOcathode and Sadd fiuOrescent screen, 
1ETARTiF3;Y A, TAMS. 


